
Geraldton Area Natural Resources Advisory Committee FINAL Minutes 

5:30p.m. May 11, 2016        Location:  Woodlands, Longlac 

Recording Secretary:  Amelie Nephin 

 

Attendance Present Regrets 

Charlotte Bourdignon, MNRF Management Forester * 
 

Amie Nephin, MNRF LCC Liaison * 
 

Melanie Shepherdson, Logistics 
 

* 

Charles Brooks, MNRF Conservation Officer *  

Bryan Cosgrove, MNRF Conservation Officer *  

   

Members   

Bernie Baillargeon, Bear Management & Baitfish *  

Deanna Hoffman, Forest Management *  

Dina Quenneville, Mining  * 

Evan Armstrong, Chair/Facilitator, General Public *  

Gary Selinger, Fishing/Hunting Interest *  

George Horobec, Naturalist *  

Hector Vincent, Crown Land Recreation *  

James McPherson. Municipality of Greenstone *  

Ken House, Cottaging *  

Ken Stevens, Local Business *  

Linda Beaulieu,  Road Accessed Tourism  * 

Louis Garon, Trapping *  

Remi Moretton, Remote Tourism  * 

Steve Thuerig, AV Terrace Bay                                    *  

Vaughn Arsenault, Chamber of Commerce *  

   

Alternates:   

Brent Henley, Remote Tourism  * 

Ed Hoffman, Forest Industry *  

Eileen Johnson, Local Business *  

Gary Emms, Crown Land Recreation *  

Gerald Bolduc,  Cottaging *  

John Espinola, Road Accessed Tourism *  

Len McEathron, Fishing/Hunting Interest *  

Peter Johnson, Forest Management *  

Tom Gross, General Public  * 

Travis Vernier, Trapping  * 

   

1. Call to Order: 6:13 
1) Welcome and Introductions 

2. Review of Agenda 
1) Conservation Officer agenda topic will be dealt with first in agenda to accommodate their 

schedules. 



2) Agenda accepted 
 

3. Approval of Previous Minutes (April 13, 2016) 

 Phil has not reviewed his sections of the minutes.  Evan suggested approving the minutes now 
with the exception of Phil’s portion.  After Phil has reviewed, final version will be approved and 
finalized. Motion for Evan to approve on behalf of committee. Motion to approve by Evan, 
Seconded by Louis. Motion passed. 

4. Business Arising (Review of Action Items from April 13
th

 Meeting) 

Ongoing September 30
th

 Minute Action Items: 
2.a. Working with Far North Planner schedule to arrange an update presentation.  Provide Amie any 
request for specific information to be addressed by Far North Planner. 
4.2.f. – Update GEDC calendar.  Done, future agenda item when calendar is finalized. 
 
Ongoing December 2

nd
, 2015 Action Items: 

7. b) Kenogami Amendment 

 Updating Amendment Categorization List. Agenda topic for this meeting. 

 GANRAC website updated. Provide photos to put on website. 

 4.7.b) Discussion regarding need for signage on Ogoki River when it is already restricted at Ogoki 
bridge.   This discussion was in response to an earlier question regarding the Ogoki Annual Work 
Schedule and map products. Action: MNRF to confirm question with forester and provide 
response back to group for inclusion in the April minutes. 

7.f) Caribou Update. Discussion regarding caribou southern extent line and whether line would shift 
further south.  Response: As part of the forest management planning process, a review and analysis 
is done at the start of each new planning process using various caribou modelling tools, caribou 
values and habitat and population data.  Southern line has shifted based on this type of modelling. 

 
5. Financial Report – (Evan) No financial report 

 
6. Correspondence (Evan) – No correspondence  

 
7. New Business 

i) Ask a Conservation Officer (Charles Brooks) 
Charles introduced himself and provided his background to the group 
He started in MNR in 90’s at the Dorion Fish Hatchery and then as a Fish & Wildlife technician in 
Nipigon district from 92-96.  He became a Conservation Officer shortly after and worked mainly in 
southern Ontario in Chatham. It has been awhile since being in the north and it is very different in 
terms of resources and amount of people using the resources. 
Bryan Cosgove was introduced. He is an officer in Terrace Bay office who covers southern 
portion of Kenogami Forest. 
 

 Q1. Ken – I have a cottage up north and travel the road system and lake.  Occasionally I see 
things that are not legit going on.  How do I report things to the office so that they can be 
investigated? 
o Response: Take down as much information as you can.  A detailed description of events 

will help officer’s investigation (plates if possible, detailed description of vehicle, activities, 
time, date, location, etc).  Contact Tip Line which is toll free and has 24-7 coverage.  
Supervisor may be alerted and may allocate officers to investigate.  Tip line number is 
available on fishing/hunting summaries and truck decals. 
 

 Q2. John – Bear bait sites have to be 200m from a road.  What is considered a road? 
o Response: Legally the definition is that a road is considered anything that can be 

accessed by an ATV or vehicle. This new regulation will apply to both spring and fall bear 
hunts. 

 

 Q3. Gary – How many CO’s in the area? 



o Response: 2 full time officers in Geraldton now.  2 in Terrace Bay office and 2 in Nipigon.  
Most we may be able to get in Geraldton is 3 with one being designated as a French 
Language position.  Terrace Bay patrol area covers southern part of Catlonite road to 
Sun Road in Kenogami Forest. 
Supervisor has returned to old position with another ministry.  Presently have acting 
supervisor; he was a CO in southern Ontario. 
 

 Q4. Evan – Walleye runs, have you been watching them? 
o Response: Yes, started approximately 2 weeks ago. 

 

 Q5. Wolverines 
o Response: Trappers are seeing sign of wolverine.  Esnagami lake trapper got one last 

year and another was trapped this year south of Nakina.  Wolverine can cover more area 
than a wolf. 

o Bernie and Ed met with Trapper council to put out trail cams to capture wolverine sign.  
No evidence of wolverine on their cameras.  Lots around Dryden with 3, 000 pictures. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 Q6. Spring Bear Hunt. Can you shoot females? (Ken) 
o Response: Only sows with cubs are prohibited therefore does not apply to all females.   
o Comment: Bernie has been instructing hunters to not shoot right away to see if there are 

cubs with the sow.  
o Response: Best to notify CO up front if cubs are found after a female is taken.  Better to 

explain rationale and circumstances prior to a rumour or CO investigating. 
 

 Q7. Nuisance Bears. Issue with ‘nuisance’ bears, when you call the police they say to call 
MNR. 
o Response: Still using bear hotline.  We will have two bear technicians; one technician 

dedicated to Geraldton field office.  Last year there was one for the district.  MNR does 
not dispatch nuisance bears.  Call the OPP emergency number (911) if emergency 
situation for safety or property.  

o Comment: What if OPP tell you to shoot it yourself.  
o Response to comment: Request officers name and the officer should investigate with you 

after the event.  
o Action: Email bear hotline number to LCC. 1-866-514-2327  

 

 Q8. Traplines in town and the safety of dogs. 
 

 Q9. Do you have to eat the meat if you hunt? (George). What about nuisance bear, can you 
keep the meat for consumption? 
o Response: Yes you cannot waste meat you harvest.  If you phone the MNR and get 

permission you can keep a bear that you have killed. Similar to road kill you can apply for 
a Possession Permit from MNRF.  It is an online process now. 

 
 

a) Kenogami Update (Charlotte) 
1. Winter unfolded and many stockpiles requested to get wood out of winter areas before break-

up.  Various types of stockpiles some issued under Land Use Permit (LUP) and some that 
were within Operational Road Boundary (ORB).  Encouraged to get wood out of the winter 
blocks.  There were some issues with stockpiles that are being worked on.  Will work with 
industry to ensure more information is shared to avoid future issues. 
 

2. Restricted Fire Zone – District got included on Saturday.   
o Industry can still work as in 2010 the fire program changed industry operations and 

developed Modified Industrial operating protocol. This allows industry to work a bit longer 
under modified operations rather than shutting down across the board.  It depends on 
conditions on the site you are operating in along with weather and fire indices.    



o The South end was under shut down or restrictions (Steve). 
o Some factors leading to the restriction include the dry fuel types – “Leaf on” has not 

happened yet so no moisture yet; Lack of resources in district and province is a 
secondary factor leading to the restrictions. 

o Q1. Bernie - Does fire have any signs that can identify fire hazard or restrictions to post at 
the campsite? 

o R1. Contact fire base to see if they have any material to distribute. 
o Q2. Can you use fire pits or outside chimneys under a restricted fire zone? 
o R1. Contact MNR fire base for information on what is allowed.  At one time a mesh grate 

of a certain size had to be over fire in town.  Not sure new regulations for requiring a 
burning permit so best to check with Municipality and MNRF fire. 
 

b) Ogoki update 
o Close to issuing Forest Resource License (FRL) to Agoki Development Corporation 

(ADC).  This company is made up of 3 First Nations: Aroland, Eabametoong and Marten 
Falls. 

o Completed start up meeting last week with ADC and industry partners.  Will be doing 
some primary work on roads and crossings.   

o Roads funding will be announced and confirmed for 60 million which will be split up 
amongst the forests.  Road funding is for maintenance and construction and is based on 
amount of harvest.  100% of cost eligible for Primary, 50% of cost eligible for branch 
roads.  Road funding will not cover all the costs on a unit but helps towards maintenance. 

o Nipigon District is part of a pilot project to develop an asset management plan for 
infrastructure (roads and bridges).  This summer we will be performing data collection for 
crown roads.  Ogoki and Kenogami are crown units therefore all roads apply.  Lake 
Nipigon Forest has an SFL but will have some crown roads (older roads, access roads).  
There needs to be an asset management plan in order to apply for capital funding to fix 
or maintain roads.  Kenogami has a service agreement and eFRL in place with Nedaak 
and a Land Use Permit for some roads with AVTB. 

o Q1.  Where is the status of the eSFL process? 
o R1. Those processes are on hold for now.  There were a few challenges with the process 

and some changing direction.  The ministry has shifted the lead role to the district.  It will 
be the responsibility of the District and therefore the District Manager will need to be 
comfortable with the approach moving forward before re-engaging.  It is still the hope of 
MNRF that Nedaak will progress from a FRL to an SFL license.   
Previous process was that a new company would hold the SFL and that Nedaak would 
be hired to manage the forest.  This new company would be combination of First Nations, 
municipalities and other interest holders (industry).  Previous direction was that Nedaak 
would not have a seat on the board holding the SFL but would be hired by the SFL 
company to manage the forest (FMP planning, AWS, AR)    

o Q2. Did contract for license go out for tender? 
o R2. No.  As a result of the transfer from Neenah to Terrace Bay, the First Nations 

submitted a Judicial Review.  With that consideration, the current approach was 
considered.   

o  April 1
st
 Nedaak has a 2 year eFRL and a service agreement similar to Algonquin forest.  

Service agreement will deal with roles and services that Nedaak may provide.  There are 
certain procurement rules with Aboriginal groups (OIC 99513?) which speaks to harvest 
license issuance. 

o Q3. A lot of discussion centering around First Nation involvement, have the Métis started 
to come forward?  Given new case law (Daniels) and statements around land resources. 
(Ken) 

o R3. The Provincial government has been engaging with Métis groups for some time at a 
provincial or branch level, and some groups are being consulted on a rights basis 
(protection of Aboriginal rights).  The Daniels decision speaks to a broader and more 
inclusive scope on Indigenous peoples and federal government responsibilities and there 
has been more discussion on assertions to land claims and Aboriginal/Treaty rights for 



non-status and Métis groups.  Métis groups are also becoming involved on Forest 
management planning teams. 

 
c) Nedaak Update (Deanna/Peter) 

o Seasonal staff back on this week.  High school students starting in July.  All staff are 
rehires.  Working on training and refresher courses for Free-to-Grow surveys 
Regeneration survey results show that upland areas are being cut and regenerating to 
black spruce as the future forest unit.  Some difference in methodology has resulted in 
differing results with MNRF surveys.  Working together on reconciling the differences and 
will conduct some joint surveys to align methods and results. 
 

d) Forest Industry Update (Steve/Ed) 
1. AVTB (Steve) 

o Current inventory is 20 days (vastly improved from troubles in the past with supply) due in 
large part to the use of stockpiles to keep ahead of winter areas and supply wood to the 
mill. 

o Currently have bunchers in: 

 Alph (Stairs) 

 Sandlinks 

 Garfinkle Block (Hwy 11 and Castlebar) 

 Courneya (km 34/31 on Catlonite) 

 Catlonite km 65 
o Q1. Is the Sawmill bumping up production? 
o R1. President of LLI was trying to improve this year’s production from last years (last year 

had 35% downtime which was more than expected).  Also focusing on supply from Ogoki 
to improve mill capacity. 

o Q2. What is the hold up with Nakina mill getting going? 
o R2. Buchannan ran into financial difficulties and now does not have a wood supply 

agreement so needs to run off business-business arrangements and was difficult to 
secure wood supply.  Relationship is getting better and acknowledgements on both sides 
to work together as it will result in mutual benefits.  If mill gets going, chips could be used 
by AVTB mill.  Continuing to look for sources off the Kenogami with potential for wood 
supply off the Ogoki forests.  In the future, Nedaak may get a supply commitment but 
likely will not be issued directly to Buchannan. 

2. Columbia (Ed) 
o Started in Balkam block.  
o New regulations in FMP Phase II for hardwood slash so working closely with Charlotte 

 
e) Amendment Categorization 

Admin Amendment 

Categorization_2016-06-11.docx
 

o Updates to the amendment categorization document were required to bring it more in line 
with the FMP manual.  Consultation requirements were brought more in line with 
requirements set out in the manual.  Changes included: 

 Administrative amendments - does not require “consultation” but will require 
“notification”.  This is something to keep in mind when reviewing the amendment 
categorization list. 

 Minor amendments – addition that consultation would have occurred prior to 
submission of amendment to align with manual and the direction that will come out in 
the new manual.  Formal package would already have included consultation so 
therefore notification would occur for approval stage. 



 Major Amendment – prepared with consultation of interested parties and Aboriginal 
groups.  Approval required from Regional Director (not just District Manager) and the 
opportunity to request IEA to MOECC. 

o Amendment Categorization List was amended to include: 

 Correcting errors in mapping or text. 

 Allowing for operational roads through unallocated stands (expansion of the 
Operational Road Boundary)  

 The addition of aggregate extraction areas. 

 Allowing for renewal activities within areas not shown for renewal and not within 
areas allocated for harvest. 

 Allowing for the harvest of an AOC that is confirmed by MNRF to not exist (such as a 
waterbody). 

o Q1. Seems like we are pre-approving the amendment? 
o R1. The LCC is voting on a list of amendment types/examples that they recommend be 

categorized as ‘administrative’.  This means the LCC does not view the amendment prior 
to it being processed by the MNRF. The amendment will then be assessed and the 
District Manager notified of the LCC’s recommendation of being categorized as 
administrative as per the list. This list includes amendments that are relatively routine and 
non-controversial in scope (i.e. corrections to text, tables, etc.) and will avoid delays in 
approvals for those requests that are time sensitive and truly administrative in nature.   

o Recommendation of categories is part of Terms of Reference of the committee. 
o Motion to pass changes as presented first by Evan, seconded by Hector. Vote: majority.  

Motion passed 
 

f) Kenogami Forest Independent Forest Audit – Approved Action Plan (still confidential) 
o Action plan needs to be read into cabinet which can take some time.  Action plan is not 

public until this happens. 
o Slide show will be shared by email but will not be shared externally until action plan is 

approved and finalized. 
o Q1. Data difference in SEM, when did you start looking at data in terms of what you need 

to reconcile? How far back? 
o R1. SEM program started in 2005 but varied depending on funding and staffing. 
o Q2. Dates in terms of action items.  Do all have input into the action plan timelines? 
o R1. Forest managers and government work on the plan together and come up with 

options and timeframes.  Need to complete a status report in two years to discuss how 
you are progressing with action items on reconciliation.  Also a full audit occurs in 5 years 
and they will look at previous audit and action plan. 

 
g) Tourism Amendment 

 Request for tourism AOC to be added to accommodate camp business.  29.7 ha will be 
amended out of harvest blocks. Addition of new AOC.   

 Stakeholders have been notified.  This tourism operator did not receive letters for Phase 
II consultation and came forward now to raise concerns. 

 Administrative amendment recommended by Evan, seconded by Ed. Passed. 
 

 
h) ORB Amendment 

1. Chorus – Change ORB to include portion that was not in to accommodate a better road route 
option.  Need to amend ORB to allow for the route as you cannot build a road outside of 
ORB.   

2. Garfinkle – amend ORB area to allow for road to cross pipeline area 
3. Star Lake – amend ORB to allow for use of an old road.  The preferred road area would affect 

some AOC (Cultural Heritage and Permanent Growth plot).  Review of area to decide 
consultation requirements with stakeholders.  Discussions around details as was an old road 
but to improve the road there may be concerns associated with the maintenance activity.  



Does not show as an existing road as it was decommissioned in the plan and would need to 
be amended back in.  Discussion on contacting First Nations. 

 Storm Rd – amend ORB to allow road to come off main Storm Road which will require a 
crossing. Stakeholders (Trappers, BMA) have been notified by letter. 

 Administrative amendment as per categorization list 
 

 
j) Minor Items 

1. Forest Advisory Survey 
o 8 people out of 20 have completed.  Evan sent out link and will send out again.  Please 

look at it if possible.  He also sent to retired members Edgar and Bill as they have many 
years on LCC. 

2. Edgar Historic emails 
o Evan would like to know if people are interested in continuing to receive Edgar’s emails 

for interest sake.  Consensus to continue sending them and people can filter based on 
their interests. 

3. Long Lake water levels 
o Water level usually drops by 2 meters to make room for the snow melt.  Water 

management plan will drop the water levels throughout the summer to force trout to 
spawn in deeper waters.  OPG cannot do it every year so some years water levels will be 
higher or lower than others. 
 

8) Next Meeting: June 16
th

 in Beardmore starting at 4pm (location TBD) 
o We can meet at MNRF office or Husky to coordinate vehicles at 3pm. 
o Agenda will be finalized shortly and circulated.  
o Members were canvassed for attendance confirmation.  
o Nipigon LCC will be organizing a field trip prior to 4pm start. 

 
 
 
 

 
 


